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Consultation answers 

Green Gas Support scheme 
Q1 Do you agree that the tiering structure as outlined above is appropriate and would 
deliver the best value for money? Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support your 
response. 

The Gas Users Organisation is a recently formed community interest company established to 
operate for the benefit of households who use domestic gas, and for individual engineers 
registered with Gas Safe. We are hesitant about the proposed tariff structure, because it does 
not embrace and support the future roll out of biomethane from gasification (bioSYN). 
 
Our emphasis is that the decarbonisation of domestic heating needs to be achieved in a way that 
does not adversely affect gas consumers. Gas is popular because it is clean, convenient and 
relatively cheap. 
 
We welcome the fact that the Department of Business Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) has 
a policy objective of supporting increased injection of biomethane (often referred to as green 
gas) into the gas grid, to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from waste and agriculture, as well as 
supporting jobs in rural areas. [1] 
 
However, the question of Feed-in-Tariff tiering cannot be separated at the strategic level, from 
the proposition from BEIS that only biomethane from anaerobic digestion (AD) will be 
supported, with no proposed support for biomethane (bioSYN) from gasification and 
methanation. 
 
The promotion of AD by the government has been a success, support from the NDRHI scheme 
has kickstarted a domestic biomethane industry which has so far delivered over 10,000 GWh 
worth of low carbon gas into the gas grid. [2], [3] As of January 2020, the RHI had supported the 
deployment of 94 biomethane plants. [4] However, AD does have certain disadvantages which 
means that its contribution to decarbonising the grid, while significant, can only aspire to be of 
secondary significance. 
 
 In the UK, some projects have failed, due to lack of capacity in the grid to receive the gas, for 

example, Grindley Farm, has been closed since 2018, having operated for only 1500 hours 
since opening in 2016. [5]  

 
1 “Future Support for Low Carbon Heat”, p11, Department of Business Energy and Industrial Strategy, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/future-support-for-low-carbon-heat, 2020. 
2 “RHI deployment data” table 1.5, Department of Business Energy and Industrial Strategy, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/rhi-monthly-deployment-data-january-2020  (2020) 
3 “The Non-Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive: Ensuring a sustainable scheme”, p14, BEIS, ibid. 
4  “Future Support for Low Carbon Heat”, p12, BEIS. Ibid. 
5 Lambert Smith Hampton, agent for machinery and Business Assets. https://www.lsh.co.uk/mba/private-
treaty/grindley-biogas-ltd , retrieved June 2020. 
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 Uncertainty in the business model can represent significant capital risk. This is despite the 
technology being well established, and there being an established investment community 
happy to support projects. [6] 

 Lack of grid capacity has led to approximately 30% of potentially viable biomethane projects 
in the UK either not proceeding at all, or the gas has gone instead to electricity generation 
through Combined Heat and Power (CHP). [7] 

 Latency issues during start-up of biomethane plants injecting into the grid can cause the 
calorific value (CV) to be around 1% out of specification for up to a minute, leading to the 
plant being excluded from the grid, and having to flare the gas instead.[8], [9], 

 Anaerobic Digesters and upgrade plants are designed to operate with a fixed capacity, so 
lack of capacity in the grid during summer months can cause the gas to be flared. This is 
common in the UK. [10] 

 Biogas plants sometimes receive objections from local residents due to problems with 
odour, or the increased freight traffic on rural roads delivering feedstock. [11] 

In contrast, biomethane from gasification (bioSYN) has the potential to achieve up to 50% of gas 
demand by 2050. Cadent believe that a future shift to BioSYN has the potential to deliver 10 
times the quantity of gas that can be generated from AD, as AD deployment is limited by the 
capacity for rural gas grid penetration. [12] 
 
We believe that there is a strategic need for government support to develop a bioSYN sector, to 
produce biomethane from gasification from waste, as this offers several advantages: 
 
 Although still in the development stage as a commercial process, BioSYN is biomethane 

produced by gasification and methanation, both of which are mature and well understood 
technologies. The gasification plant at Great Plains, Dakota, has been in commercial 
operation producing methane from a fossil fuel feedstock (lignite) since 1984. [13] 

 
6 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p9, 
https://cadentgas.com/nggdwsdev/media/Downloads/Future%20of%20gas/The-future-of-gas-Feb-16.pdf, 
2016. 
7 “Biomethane and its role in decarbonising the gas network: Webinar with focus on within grid compression“, 
Baldwin J., IGEM, June 2020. https://vimeo.com/425144617/26769882dd, retrieved June 2020. 
8 Baldwin J., IGEM, June 2020, op cit. 
9 This is not a safety issue related to Wobbe Index, (see Koonaphapdeelert, pp 115-116, op cit.)  just a transient 
in propane concentration that would quickly rectify itself. At the Severn Trent Minworth plant, biomethane is 
injected into the 17 bar grid and because this has very high flows, no additional propane is normally required. 
(see Zennaro K., p42, op cit) 
10 Baldwin J., IGEM, June 2020, op cit. 
11 For example: “Villagers from Clipston, Arthingworth, Harrington and Great Oxendon had voiced disapproval 
about the plans at the 5.33ha (13.17 acres) site. They complained about the size of the AD plant, the risk of 
odour and thin access roads to and from the plant and the effect on local villages of as many as 80 HGV 
movements a day”, “£8m farm biogas plant powering 2,500 homes approved”, Farmers Weekly, July 2016, 
https://www.fwi.co.uk/news/8m-farm-biogas-plant-powering-2500-homes-approved  
12 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p6, op cit. 
13 This is a huge plant with 14 gasifiers, that consume 18500 tonnes of lignite and produce 3.7 million m3 of 
methane per day. It cost US$2.1 bn and was supported by the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and 
Development Act of 1974. See “The Hidden Value of Lignite Coal”, Dittus M. et al, Proceedings of the 2001 
Gasification Technologies Conference, https://www.globalsyngas.org/uploads/eventLibrary/GTC01010.pdf , 
2001. 
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 The Gobigas project in Sweden has established that bioSYN production on a commercial 
scale is viable, although further refinement of the technology is required. [14] 

 Gasification plants are future proofed with only low risk of becoming stranded assets if the 
grid later converts to hydrogen, as the same waste and biomass supply chains, gasification, 
(and potentially, carbon capture and sequestration) processes can be used for both bioSYN 
and hydrogen production. [15] 

 Most technological options for gasification lead to a sufficiently pure carbon dioxide stream 
to be suitable for carbon capture. [16], [17] The BioSNG demonstration plant in Swindon 
produced liquid carbon dioxide that was sold to Air Liquide for use in industry. [18] 

 BioSYN has clear advantages over hydrogen as the future basis of a decarbonised gas grid, 
not only can the existing appliances be maintained, [19] but methane is a much safer gas. 
Hydrogen is flammable over a wide range of concentrations in air (4% - 75% by volume) 
compared to methane (5% - 15% by volume), and hydrogen has a very-low ignition energy 
(0.07 times that of methane). [20], [21] 

 BioSYN has the potential to increase the amount of renewable gas produced in the UK to 
100TWh per annum using gasification (the potential to satisfy 30% to 50% of domestic gas 
demand by 2050). [22] BioSYN provides the baseline potential to decarbonise the gas grid 
without replacing it by electric powered heating, which would be a lower cost option, and 
would meet the approval of domestic gas consumers. [23] Domestic heat customers are very 
resistant to heat pumps or heat networks but are happy to use biomethane because it does 
not require new heating equipment. 

 Producing bioSYN is the best performing option for reduction of greenhouse gas emissions 
from the treatment of municipal waste. [24] 

 
14 “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, p8, Ecofys and E4Tech for Department for Business, Energy 
and Industrial Strategy, www.gov.uk/government/publications/innovation-needs-assessment-for-biomass-
heat.,  2018. 
15 “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, p6, op cit, 2018. 
16 “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, p10, op cit, 2018. 
17 “Returning Carbon to Nature – Coal, Carbon and Storage”, Stephenson M., Elsevier, 2013. 
18 “Bioenergy Review 2018, Call for evidence, Response from Advanced Plasma Power Ltd”, Committee for 
Climate Change, https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Biomass-response-to-Call-for-
Evidence-Advanced-Plasma-Power.pdf, 2018. 
19  While hydrogen fueled boilers for space heating and hot water are a viable proposition, there would be 
likely consumer resistance to hydrogen fires and hobs, making the commercial case for their development 
more problematic. See “Appraisal of Domestic Hydrogen Appliances”, Frazer-Nash Consultancy for the 
Department of Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy, 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/699685/
Hydrogen_Appliances-For_Publication-14-02-2018-PDF.pdf, 2018. 
20 “Energy Storage for Power Systems, 3rd Edition”, Ter-Gazarian A., pp 131-143, Institute of Engineering and 
Technology (IET), 2020. 
21 In addition, although the liquification of hydrogen is constrained by the energy loss in its liquification being 
around 30% of charged energy, liquid hydrogen may be the only viable renewable fuel option for aviation, with 
a mass energy density 3 times greater than oil. Therefore, using it for space heating may not be its best use. 
See “Energy Storage for Power Systems, 3rd Edition”, p139,  Ter-Gazarian A, ibid. 
22 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p6, 2016, op cit. 
23 In combination with other measures, such as reducing gas demand by thermal efficiency improvements for 
buildings, a continued role for biomethane from AD, and potentially introducing a 20% mix of hydrogen. See 
“Decarbonising Heat - The Role of ‘Green Gas’”, Whitehead A., The Green Gas Book, op cit, 2016. 
24 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p5, 2016, op cit. 
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 The development of each gasification plant would create around 100 jobs during the 
construction phase, and jobs for around 50 full-time, skilled engineers once operational, 
with further jobs created in the supply chain. Processing municipal waste as a feedstock has 
a higher employment density than either incineration or landfill. [25] 

 BioSYN plants are relatively compact, at around 8 hectares, and can readily be 
accommodated on industrial estates at the edge of towns. [26] 

With regard to the specific question of the tiering of the feed-in-tariff, the economics of AD and 
bioSYN need to be considered separately, as AD is now a relatively mature technology, and is 
favoured by UK government support. 
 
The UK government’s vision is to “focus on market-based mechanisms, which leverage 
competitive forces to drive down costs and ensure cost-effectiveness, as the basis for any 
ongoing policy support for the range of green gas options that might be commercially available” 
[27] 

 
We believe that there is a paradox here, because any purely market-based approach is 
unlikely to produce gas at a price competitive with natural gas from fossil sources over the 
lifetime of decarbonisation programme. 
 
For this reason, a clear strategic plan from government is required to address what the most 
effective decarbonisation options are; [28] to support early stage development of 
technologies as they scale up for commercial viability, and to plan for feedstock availability; 
and to provide subsidies and tariffs that achieve the objectives.  

 
Dr Koonaphapdeelert’s team at the University of Chiang Mai have performed a detailed 
international comparison of the economics of biomethane production from AD, taking into 
account both capex and opex costs over the lifetime of a project. This shows that in South 
Asia and Europe, biomethane can be produced without subsidy at costs lower than current 
wholesale natural gas prices. However, in Europe the returns on capital still may not justify 
risk, and the higher regional cost of bioenergy crops as a feedstock are a major source of 
cost variation. [29] The wide disparity in the cost of feedstocks is of crucial importance. Gas 
producers observe that while waste operators will pay a gate fee (currently around 
£30/MWh revenue) to facilities for processing domestic waste, conventional crops such as 
oil seed rape have a significant cost (currently around £30/MWh cost). [30] So a sector wide 
strategy for feedstock supply is a strategic necessity. 
 
We therefore have no objection to the feed-in-tariffs proposed for AD, but do believe that 
separate consideration needs to be given to supporting biomethane from gasification. 

 
25 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p13, 2016, op cit. 
26 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p13, 2016, op cit. 
27 “Future Support for Low Carbon Heat”, p23, BEIS. op cit. 
28 For example, whether the best use of biomethane is to decarbonise the gas grid, or to displace diesel for 
heavy goods road transport. 
29 “Biomethane, Production and Applications”, Koonaphapdeelert S. et al. pp 64-70,, Springer, 2020. 
30 “Bioenergy Review 2018, Call for evidence, Response from Advanced Plasma Power Ltd”, Committee for 
Climate Change, https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Biomass-response-to-Call-for-
Evidence-Advanced-Plasma-Power.pdf, 2018. 
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Q2 What are your views on the advantages and disadvantages of a shorter 10- or 12-
year tariff period and whether they would help maximise value for money? Please 
provide evidence to support your response.  
Q3 What are your views on the impact of a 15-year tariff period to support 
biomethane? Please provide evidence to support your response.  
Q4 Do you have any views on the appropriate tariff level, within these ranges? Please 
provide evidence to support your response. 

Q2, Q3 and Q4 are answered together. 
 
At a global level, the natural gas market continues to prosper and expand, including the huge 
expansion of non-conventional gas from shale sources in the USA, and the resulting price drop. 
[31] The scale of the natural gas industry is unlikely to change in the foreseeable future, with 
huge potential from Iran’s South Pars field, which contains 70% of the world’s largest natural gas 
field, and which would become available if political instability in the Persian Gulf could be 
resolved. [32] As conventional sources are exhausted, this will make new sources, such as coal-
bed methane, methane hydrates or tight gas, more competitive. [33] It is therefore foreseeable 
that between now and the 2050 target for the UK to decarbonise its heating network, all options 
will be more expensive than retaining natural gas.  
 
Therefore, decarbonisation inevitably requires government intervention to distort market 
mechanisms, and long term strategic support for renewable methane may be required for the 
lifetime of the projects. If there is a free market, then fossil natural gas is likely to be the cheaper 
option. Funding the difference between the cost of renewable green gas, and fossil natural gas, 
is more equitably achieved by a feed-in-tariff funded by general taxation, than by higher 
consumer prices. General taxation is linked to ability to pay, whereas higher gas prices may fall 
disproportionately hard upon more disadvantaged consumers, thus potentially increasing fuel 
poverty and inequality. 
 
For this reason, we favour feed-in-tariff contracts for the lifetime of projects. It is true that AD is 
now a mature technology, but the response of the industry to falling tariifs due to the 
degression mechanism required a reset of the tariffs in 2018. While this shows a welcome 
responsiveness from BEIS, it also demonstrates that this strategic industry is very sensitive to 
government support. 
 
Due to the strategic advantage of developing a bioSYN industry, and the savings that would be 
achieved by not having to dramatically reinforce the electricity generation and transmission 
capacity to handle seasonal peak heating demand should most heating be switched to 
electricity, then feed-in-tariffs at a level to support bioSYN would be justifiable. [34] 

 
31 “Shale Gas and Fracking – The Science behind the Controversy”, Stephenson M. Elsevier, 2015. 
32 “Natural Gas, Fuel for the 21st Century”, Smil V., pp 25 and 30-31, Springer, 2015 
33 Smil, pp 142-150, ibid. 
34 As Tony Glover, of the Energy Networks Association (ENA) has argued, the economic considerations also 
need to factor in the costs of any growth of the electricity network required by a scaling back of energy 
supplied by gas: “Research commissioned by ENA has revealed that without a role for gas, the reinforcement of 
the electricity network to handle increased load and greater seasonal peaks from heat demand is projected to 
cost £16-28bn to 2050. The report found that if gas plays a role in a balanced transition to a zero carbon future 
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Q5 Do you have suggestions of other mechanisms that could be introduced to ensure 
tariffs deliver the best possible value for money – for example, additional evidence on 
costs and revenues that applicants to the Green Gas Support Scheme could be 
required to provide?  

We have no view on this. 
 

Q6 From experience of degression, how do you think elements such as the frequency 
and size of degression, and spend triggers, should change in order to ensure value for 
money, whilst meeting the need for investment certainty? Please provide evidence to 
support your response.  

 
The necessity for BEIS to reboot the feed-in-tariffs in 2018 demonstrates the sensitivity of the 
sector to levels of subsidy support, and to the fragility of investor confidence where they sense 
any weakening of government support.  
 
This sensitivity to signals from government can be seen in the paradox that the recent expansion 
of around 1000 new French registrations for new AD projects may be a response to perceived 
weakening support, with developers seeking to be accepted for Feed-in-Tariffs before the 
closing deadline. [35] Government support is considered to be more stable in Germany, where 
the there is a clear understanding in the political debate over “Dialogprozess Gas 2030” that 
biomethane will play a significant role in the economy, especially against the background of the 
upcoming nuclear and coal phase out. This is a significant factor in providing business confidence 
for investors in Germany. [36] 
 
There is currently a lack of certainty within the industry over the government’s long- term 
commitment to gas. The ill-considered ban on gas boilers in new properties from 2025 looks like 
a measure designed to elicit applause from the cheap seats of the more populist end of the 
environmentalist movement. 
 
Investor confidence can be improved by a strategic commitment to gas, along with decisive 
action to kickstart a domestic gasification industry for bioSYN. 
 

 
it will reduce the cost of additional investment in the electricity network by £8billion. This figure does not 
consider significant additional costs of removing gas from the mix such as new generation capacity, 
decommissioning of the gas network or upgrading domestic appliances.” “The Future of the Gas Networks” 
Glover T., The Green Gas Book, 2016. 
 
35 In January 2019, the French government, through its Pluriannual Energy Programme (PPE or Programmation 
Pluriannuelle de l’Energy), announced its intention end the feed in tariff for the biggest biomethane plants. 
Among the measures announced, the 2030 target for the share of renewables in gas in France’s total gas 
consumption is to be lowered from 10 to 7%, sending mixed signals to the anaerobic digestion sector. See 
“Mapping the State of Play of renewable gases in Europe, D6.1”, pp 31-32, REGATRACE, Renewable Gas Trade 
Centre in Europe, https://www.regatrace.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/REGATRACE-D6.1.pdf  2020. 
36 REGATRACE, pp 34, ibid. 
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Q7 Do you have further suggestions, beyond those mentioned in this consultation, 
which would help the Green Gas Support Scheme to deliver the best possible value 
for money? Please provide evidence to support your response. 

We have no view on this. 
 

Q8 Do you agree with the proposals for tariff guarantees for biomethane? Yes/No. 
How could this be improved? Please provide evidence to support your response.  

We have no view on this. 
 

Q9 What are your views on increasing the minimum percentage of waste feedstocks 
above 50%, now or in the future? What could be a suitable new threshold? Please 
provide evidence to support your response.  

The aim to increase the proportion of waste in biomethane production is laudable. We welcome 
the fact that BEIS introduced changes to NDRHI feedstock requirements in 2018 to ensure 
greater utilisation of waste feedstocks. [37] Waste has a negative cost, as gate fees can be paid 
to the gas producer by those wishing to dispose of their organic waste [38], which means that 
waste is the only feedstock that can potentially produce gas at a cost that matches current fossil 
fuel prices. [39] 

However, Cadent has pointed out that the UK lacks a joined-up government approach to waste 
and energy. [40] Currently, many of the renewable sources that could be used to generate 
renewable gas are being used to generate electricity, but given that there are many other ways 
to generate renewable electricity, this may be a poor choice, especially as more usable energy is 
derived from using biomass in gas production than in electricity generation. [41] Furthermore, as 
the greenhouse gas emissions from generating electricity fall, the relative benefit of using waste 
for renewable gas will grow. 
 
Industry stakeholders have reported that the transportation of waste can be expensive, which 
can mean that some processing of waste for energy use is only viable within the local area. [42] 
However, there are strong public policy grounds for encouraging the use of waste. For example, 
food waste that is sent to landfill releases methane as a greenhouse gas emission; and 
diverting the waste to AD to produce biomethane could provide significant emission savings. 
[43]  
 
Most early AD projects in the UK used agriculturally sourced biomass (maize) as the fuel-stock, 
[44] which has the advantage of greater flexibility, because a potential producer could find a 

 
37 “The Non-Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive: Ensuring a sustainable scheme”, p3, BEIS, op cit. 
38 Koonaphapdeelert, p 69, op cit. 
39 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p11, op cit. 
40  “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p3, op cit. 
41 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p4, op cit. 
42 “Future Energy Scenarios”, National Grid, p29, 
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/document/166306/download, March 2020. 
43 “Future Support for Low Carbon Heat”, p17, BEIS. Op cit. 
44 “Crops Grown for Bioenergy in the UK”, 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/775243/
nonfood-statsnotice2017-31jan19i.pdf,  Defra,  2017   
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spot on grid with capacity, where they could get planning permission, and then find local 
farmers to produce feedstock. The availability of feedstock is more geographically constrained 
when relying on waste, which means there may not be capacity in the grid local to where 
feedstock supply is.  

 
Admittedly, the supply of waste is expected to increase, for example, the government’s recently 
published Environment Bill would require that every household and business in England have a 
separate collection for food waste, so that this can be recycled. These measures are expected to 
commence from 2023 and will significantly increase the amount of separately collected food 
waste available for AD. This builds on existing policies in Wales in Scotland. [45] 
 
However, the best path to ensuring that the UK makes optimum use of its municipal waste for its 
energy potential is to expand the use of gasification. [46]  
 
Currently, 52% of domestic waste goes to landfill, costing £65 per tonne to dispose of. A further 
8% is exported to Europe. The availability and cost of domestic waste makes it commercially 
viable as alternative source of bioSYN. However, one of the obstacles is that municipal waste 
disposal is often locked into long term contracts, of up to 25 years. Currently, for the support of 
heat networks, the government provides practical support for projects through the Heat 
Network Delivery Unit (HNDU). A similar unit could be established to provide government 
support for establishing MSW supply chains for biomethane production, which would expand 
employment, as MSW is more labour intensive than either landfill or incineration, and in a 
higher value sector of the economy. This is a low-cost option, that would create jobs across the 
regions and nations. 

Q10 In light of recent amendments to sustainability criteria in the RED II, do you have 
any views on whether the UK should look to take into account similar changes for the 
Green Gas Support Scheme?  

We have no view on this. 

Q11 Do you have any views on how the feedstock reporting process for biomethane 
should be amended compared to the existing RHI requirements?  

We have no view on this. 

Q12 What measures and technologies exist for reducing ammonia emissions from 
digestate and what are the barriers to their widespread deployment?  

We have no view on this. 

Q13 What are the reasons for the lack of commercial demand for digestate and how 
can the market for digestate be strengthened?  

We have no view on this. 

 
45 “Future Support for Low Carbon Heat”, p18, BEIS. Op cit. 
46 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p5, 2016, op cit. 
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Q14 Do you agree with the proposal not to include an additional capacity mechanism 
within the Green Gas Support Scheme? Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support 
your response.  

We have no view on this. 

Q15 Do you have any views on how a change of scheme participant mechanism may 
differ in the Green Gas Support Scheme to the RHI? Yes/No. Please provide evidence 
to support your response.  

We believe that supporting a mechanism for transferring scheme registration is sensible. 

Q16 Do you agree with the proposal to not allow any interaction between the RHI and 
the Green Gas Support Scheme? Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support your 
response.  

We have no view on this. 

Q17 Do you agree with our proposal to allow biomethane producers to decide how 
much biomethane they wish to claim Green Gas Support Scheme payments for within 
a given quarter? Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support your response or provide 
an alternative proposal for scheme interaction.  

Allowing gas producers to claim from both the Green Gas Support Scheme, or the Transport 
Fuel Obligation Scheme within a quarter is sensible. 
 
However, more work is needs to minimise the differences between scheme criteria. Gas 
producers point to a confusing landscape of sustainability policies across the UK, with 
inconsistent criteria for the transport (the renewable transport fuel obligation guidance from the 
Department of Transport); for heating (the RHI guidance from Ofgem); for electricity generation 
(the Contract of Difference sustainability criteria). There are some significant differences. For 
example, transport biofuels made from waste are required to demonstrate that their 
greenhouse gas emissions are significantly lower than fossil fuels while electricity generated 
from waste does not have to carry out any greenhouse gas emissions assessment. [47] 

Q18 What are the main barriers to the deployment of biomethane AD plants and 
what potential solutions could help to overcome these?  

Biomethane from AD does face various challenges: 

 Anaerobic digestion is distinguished from most other renewable technologies by having 
both significant upfront capital costs, and significant ongoing operating costs, due to the 
costs of feedstocks, maintenance, and day-to-day operations. [48] (Of course this is also 
true of gasification) 

 
47 “Bioenergy Review 2018, Call for evidence, Response from Advanced Plasma Power Ltd”, Committee for 
Climate Change, https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Biomass-response-to-Call-for-
Evidence-Advanced-Plasma-Power.pdf, 2018. 
48 “Future Support for Low Carbon Heat”, p12, BEIS. Op cit. 
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 In the UK, some projects have failed, due to lack of capacity in the grid to receive the 
gas, for example, Grindley Farm, has been closed since 2018, having operated for only 
1500 hours since opening in 2016. [49]  

 Uncertainty in the business model can represent significant capital risk. This is despite 
the technology being well established, and there being an established investment 
community happy to support projects. [50] 

 Lack of grid capacity has led to approximately 30% of potentially viable biomethane 
projects in the UK either not proceeding at all, or the gas has gone instead to electricity 
generation through Combined Heat and Power (CHP). [51] 

 Latency issues during start-up of biomethane plants injecting into the grid can cause the 
calorific value (CV) to be around 1% out of specification for up to a minute, leading to 
the plant being excluded from the grid, and having to flare the gas instead.[52], [53], 

 Anaerobic Digesters and upgrade plants are designed to operate with a fixed capacity, so 
lack of capacity in the grid during summer months can cause the gas to be flared. This is 
common in the UK. [54] 

 Biogas plants sometimes receive objections from local residents due to problems with 
odour, or the increased freight traffic on rural roads delivering feedstock. [55] 

 Anaerobic digesters are potentially vulnerable to bacteria contamination that can 
decrease production for several months, reducing revenue. [56] 

 In the UK, there is currently only limited commercial demand for digistate, removing a 
potential revenue stream, and creating a disposal problem. [57], [58] 

 Unsecure feedstock storage (for example agricultural waste not being covered) can 
create significant air pollution, particularly of Nitrous Oxide (N2O) and methane. [59] 

 
49 Lambert Smith Hampton, agent for machinery and Business Assets. https://www.lsh.co.uk/mba/private-
treaty/grindley-biogas-ltd , retrieved June 2020. 
50 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p9, op cit. 
51 Baldwin J., IGEM, June 2020, op cit. 
52 Baldwin J., IGEM, June 2020, op cit. 
53 This is not a safety issue related to Wobbe Index, (see Koonaphapdeelert, pp 115-116, op cit.)  just a 
transient in propane concentration that would quickly rectify itself. At the Severn Trent Minworth plant, 
biomethane is injected into the 17 bar grid and because this has very high flows, no additional propane is 
normally required. (see Zennaro K., p42, op cit) 
54 Baldwin J., IGEM, June 2020, op cit. 
55 For example: “Villagers from Clipston, Arthingworth, Harrington and Great Oxendon had voiced disapproval 
about the plans at the 5.33ha (13.17 acres) site. They complained about the size of the AD plant, the risk of 
odour and thin access roads to and from the plant and the effect on local villages of as many as 80 HGV 
movements a day”, “£8m farm biogas plant powering 2,500 homes approved”, Farmers Weekly, July 2016, 
https://www.fwi.co.uk/news/8m-farm-biogas-plant-powering-2500-homes-approved  
56 “Biomethane and its role in decarbonising the gas network: Webinar with focus on within grid compression“, 
Baldwin J., IGEM, June 2020. https://vimeo.com/425144617/26769882dd, retrieved June 2020. 
57 “Future Support for Low Carbon Heat”, p20, BEIS. op cit. 
58 This is potentially being addressed through a scheme that allows digistate to be reclassified as a product, 
rather than waste, see the Biofertiliser Certification Scheme - http://www.biofertiliser.org.uk/    
59 “Environmental impact of biogas: A short review of current knowledge”, Paolini V. et al, Journal of 
Environmental Science and Health, Part A ,Toxic/Hazardous Substances and Environmental Engineering , 
Volume 53, 2018 - Issue 10 
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 Significant ammonia release and nitrate leaching from digistate when used as a fertiliser 
are still unsolved problems. Higher levels of Ammonia emissions from digestate than 
from untreated manure have been observed in several studies. [60] 

Current UK experience is with injecting biomethane into the grid derived from AD. Cadent 
believe that a future shift to BioSYN has the potential to deliver 10 times the quantity of gas that 
can be generated from AD, as AD deployment is limited by the capacity for rural gas grid 
penetration. [61] 

The best option is to inject biomethane direct into the grid, whether MP/IP/LTS/NTS, and so far 
most UK projects have done this, but it does depend upon the grid having sufficient capacity to 
accept the injection. NGN produced the first UK grid capacity report looking at biomethane 
injection back in 2009, which showed that there is a systemic problem of lack of capacity in the 
summer months, when usage is low, which restricts the number of viable injection points. [62] In 
addition, there are four projects where a biomethane producer owns a pipeline and a screw 
compressor to inject into the nearest part of the transmission system, this option of a producer 
owned “within grid” compressor is currently only supported by Cadent. [63]  

Therefore, encouraging other companies to support this option would be helpful. 

The UK Grids are not designed for smaller distributed sources like biomethane from AD, and lack 
of capacity has been a pinch point inhibiting expansion of the biomethane market, as new plants 
must find sites where there is enough capacity in inject their gas which is particular problem on 
those parts of grid which have very low demand in the summer. [64]  

An innovative mechanism is being used in Cambridge, which links the IP-MP settings to the low 
point in the local distribution grid, allowing a local biomethane producer to be the preferred 
supplier. [65]  
 

There are some measures which could be taken, such as allowing transient variations in propane 
in the specification, to reduce flaring. 

However, to systematically increase the potential of biomethane in the grid requires a strategic 
commitment to gasification. 

 
60 “Environmental impact of biogas: A short review of current knowledge”, Paolini V. et al, Journal of 
Environmental Science and Health, Part A ,Toxic/Hazardous Substances and Environmental Engineering , 
Volume 53, 2018 - Issue 10 
61 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p6, op cit. 
62 Baldwin J., IGEM, June 2020, op cit. 
63 Baldwin J., IGEM, June 2020, op cit. 
64 REGATRACE pp 56, op cit. 
65 The low point sets the IP/MP at about 1.2 bar, with a local biomethane producer at 1.9 bar who supplies the 
grid, so that during summer most gas will be from this biomethane. If pressure increases on the low point, 
then the IP pressure is increased to say 1.5 bar, which may push out the biomethane, but possibly not if there 
is higher demand. See Baldwin J., IGEM, June 2020, op cit. 
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Q19 Do you have views on how the Green Gas Support Scheme could be improved, 
beyond the ways described in this consultation? Please provide evidence to support 
your response.  

Sadly, we perceive the UK government displaying disappointing levels of commitment to the 
strategic advantages of bioSYN from gasification, for example, the latest BEIS consultation 
commits only to the proposition that “It may also be appropriate to extend green gas support in 
the longer-term to innovative green gas production technologies, such as advanced gasification.” 
[66] 
 
However, the option of expanding the bioSYN sector is likely to be the most economically cost-
effective way of decarbonising heating, as it allows the existing infrastructure investment in the 
gas transmission and distribution grid to be maintained.  In order to expand bioSYN production, 
the following steps are required. 
 

 A clear commitment towards expanding the bioSYN sector as a strategic goal to improve 
investor confidence. The development of supply chains and gasification technology is 
future proofed, as these would also be applicable for hydrogen production. 

 BioSYN needs to either be included in the remit of the Green Gas Support Scheme, or a 
separate scheme is required to specifically support bioSYN. Tariffs need to be set at a 
level that will support bioSYN until production costs come down the cost curve to levels 
similar to natural gas. 

 There needs to be strategic commitment to building multiple bioSYN plants, to allow 
refinement of the technology, and to improve engineering, procurement and 
construction (EPC) experience. 

 Government clarification is required that bioSYN investment is protected by the 
infrastructure loan guarantee programme. 

 Direct government investment in the first plants would kick start this contribution to 
strategic national infrastructure 

 The benefits of carbon capture and storage need to be monetised. 
 Government support is needed to ensure supplies of waste as feedstock, as MSW 

supplies may be limited by existing long-term contractual commitments for other 
disposal methods. 
 

Our concern is that lack of support for gasification, builds upon a perceived broader 
weakness of government appetite for long-term strategic support for the gas sector, for 
example the ban on gas boilers in new build properties from 2025 is ill-considered.  
 
BioSYN, is in the early commercial stages globally, with the UK having one of the main 
developers of the technology. [67] As the industry moves towards a mature stage, it is expected 
that deployment of multiple plants, combined with the scaling up of these plants would bring 
down plant capex by 30% and opex by 19%. [68] 

 

 
66 “Future Support for Low Carbon Heat”, p23, BEIS. op cit. 
67 “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, p1, Ecofys and E4Tech for Department for Business, Energy 
and Industrial Strategy, www.gov.uk/government/publications/innovation-needs-assessment-for-biomass-
heat.,  2018. 
68 “Improved syngas processing for enhanced Bio-SNG production: A techno-economic assessment”, Haro, P. et 
al. Energy, 101, 380-389, http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360544216300809 (2016).   
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These reductions arise primarily from economies of scale in the major capital cost components 
(gasifier, methanation) and labour, and reduction of real and perceived risk leading to reduction 
in Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) and construction management costs. 
However, high capital costs and technology risk limit developers’ access to capital, and the costs 
of methane produced will be higher than natural gas for the first plants. In addition, the value of 
negative emissions if bioSNG were combined with carbon capture and storage (CCS) cannot 
currently be monetised. [69] This shows the strategic need for government support to support 
the feed in tariff for early plants, to provide a long-term political commitment to provide 
certainty for investors, and to provide a financial framework to reward CCS. 
 
While the fundamental technology is well understood, a range of potential improvements to 
today’s bioSNG technologies could further reduce costs, improve efficiency, and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. [70]  
 
It is necessary to understand the “chicken and egg” dilemma that such research into improved 
techniques, and the resulting economic benefits to cost and efficiency, relies upon commercial 
development of the bioSYN sector being undertaken before those process improvements have 
been perfected. Therefore, strategic government support is necessary for the first commercial 
scale plants in order to reduce project risk, reflecting the development status of bioSYN.  
 
Larger-scale gasification plants will have lower costs through economies of scale. For example, 
on scale-up from 60MW to 200MW there is a 35% reduction in capex and a 36% reduction in 
opex, and on scale-up from 200MW to 400MW there is a 20% reduction in capex and an 18% 
reduction in opex. [71] However, this creates another “chicken and egg” dilemma that while 
bioSNG plants are only likely to be viable without subsidies at scales above 80 MW, investors are 
unlikely to risk the significant amounts of capital for such large-scale plants before they can see 
the technology operating reliably at smaller scale, and therefore a gradual scale-up is required in 
order to iron out any technology issues at smaller scales, to prevent these issues becoming a 
major challenge in a larger-scale plant. [72]  

 
The deployment of multiple plants would also bring benefits, independent of the benefits that 
could be gained through scale-up. [73] Industry data suggests that manufacture of multiple 

 
69  “First project progress report”, Gogreengas (2016), http://gogreengas.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/11/BioSNGDemonstration-Plant-June-2016-Project-Progress-Report.pdf  
70 These include high pressure gasification, sorption enhanced gasification, more efficient hot gas clean up, 
more robust methanation catalysts, alternative air separation technologies and coupling bioSNG with 
renewable hydrogen inputs. See “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, pp 7-38, Ecofys and E4Tech 
for Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, 
www.gov.uk/government/publications/innovation-needs-assessment-for-biomass-heat.,  2018. 
71 These reductions would reduce the levelised cost of bioSNG production from a waste-based gasifier from 
£39/MWh to £23/MW, see “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, p18, Ecofys and E4Tech for 
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, op cit. 
72 Analysis by APP anticipates an 84 MW commercial-scale plant converting wastes. E.ON previously targeted 
projects at 200 MW and above. 
73 Greater engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) experience in gasification would bring down costs. 
A lack of knowledge or experience with the construction of gasification plants means that EPC contractors 
perceive these projects as risky, and consequently charge more for project construction. One interviewee who 
had been involved in project development estimated that EPC costs currently add 40% on top of plant capex, 
compared with the 15-20% commonly charged for established technologies. See “Innovation and assessment 
for biomass heat”, p17, Ecofys and E4Tech for Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, op cit. 
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gasifiers, even if they were different designs, could bring down capex by 15%, and opex by 6.1%. 
[74] 
 
Capex costs for commercial-scale plants are anticipated to be in the order of hundreds of 
millions of pounds. There is the perception that while UK funding for pilot and development-
scale projects is available there is insufficient support for the capex costs of the first commercial-
scale projects – either in terms of financial support or loan guarantees. As a result of the very 
broad definitions in the UK Infrastructure Act, it is not clear whether the UK’s infrastructure loan 
guarantee programme would support an individual bioSNG project. [75] This is another area 
where strategic government support is required. 
 
Plants with capacity exceeding around 400 MW, may be potentially limited by feedstock 
availability. The supply chain for MSW is well-established, but a key barrier to securing supplies 
of this feedstock is that it is often locked up in existing long-term (up to 25 years) contracts. 
Therefore, strategic support is needed to secure supply chains. 

 
In the UK the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) is the most obvious mechanism to provide support 
for bioSNG injection into the gas grid, however, BEIS is proposing to only support AD. [76] This 
will undermine the certainty required for investors into BioSYN. Currently the cost of producing 
bioSNG is substantially higher than the cost of producing natural gas. A review by the 
Sustainable Gas Institute in 2017 estimated that the cost of producing bioSNG is between 3 and 
6p/kWh, compared with an average EU wholesale gas price of approximately 1.5 p/kWh in 2015. 
This implies that support will be needed whilst the technology comes down the cost curve to 
approach the cost of natural gas, however weak market-based support policies can be a strong 
barrier to the development of additional plants and low natural gas prices can magnify this 
problem [77], [78] Industry sources proposed in 2016 that a support of 5.87p/kWh for the whole 
production of a bioSNG plant would provide the support required for a first commercial bioSNG 
plant. [79] The tariff levels currently being proposed for the Green Gas Support Scheme would 
not be sufficient. [80] 
 
Gas producers also point to a confusing landscape of sustainability policies across the UK, with 
inconsistent criteria for the transport (the renewable transport fuel obligation guidance from the 
Department of Transport); for heating (the RHI guidance from Ofgem); for electricity generation 
(the Contract of Difference sustainability criteria). There are some significant differences. For 
example, transport biofuels made from waste are required to demonstrate that their 

 
74 These reductions would reduce the levelised cost of bioSNG production from a waste-based gasifier from 
£55/MWh to £39/MWh, see “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, p18, Ecofys and E4Tech for 
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, op cit. 
75 “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, p18, Ecofys and E4Tech for Department for Business, Energy 
and Industrial Strategy, op cit. 
76 “Future Support for Low Carbon Heat”, p11, BEIS. op cit. 
77. See “White Paper 3 -A Greener Gas Grid: What Are The Options?”, Sustainable Gas Institute, 
http://www.sustainablegasinstitute.org/agreener-gas-grid/, 2017. 
78 “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, p18, Ecofys and E4Tech for Department for Business, Energy 
and Industrial Strategy, op cit. 
79 Advanced Plasma Power (2016) The Renewable Heat Incentive: A reformed and refocused scheme Response 
to Consultation, see “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, p33, Ecofys and E4Tech for Department 
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, op cit. 
80 BEIS are proposing Tier 1 tariffs in the range of 4.9-5.5 p/kWh, Tier 2 tariffs of 3.25-3.75 p/kWh and Tier 3 
tariffs of 1.5-2.0 p/kWh. See “Future Support for Low Carbon Heat”, p12, BEIS. op cit. 
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greenhouse gas emissions are significantly lower than fossil fuels while electricity generated 
from waste does not have to carry out any greenhouse gas emissions assessment. [81] 

 
Harmonisation of the sustainability policies would be a low cost option for supporting 
development of the sector. 
 
The UK would also benefit from a strategic plan for feedstock supply chains. Cadent has pointed 
out that the UK lacks a joined-up government approach to waste and energy. [82] At present 
there is also no clear policy on how land should be used, with competing demands between 
energy crops, food, leisure and wildlife, and this may deter landowners in investing in crops for 
bioenergy. [83] 

Q20 Do you have any views on the most appropriate market-based mechanism for 
green gas support in the longer term, and how this might operate? Please provide 
evidence to support your response.  

Q21 Do you have any views on industry readiness for a market-based mechanism to 
support green gas in the longer term? Please provide evidence to support your 
response.  

Q20 and Q21 are answered together. 

At a global level, the natural gas market continues to prosper and expand, including the huge 
expansion of non-conventional gas from shale sources in the USA, and the resulting price drop. 
[84] The scale of the natural gas industry is unlikely to change in the foreseeable future, with 
huge potential from Iran’s South Pars field, which contains 70% of the world’s largest natural gas 
field, and which would become available if political instability in the Persian Gulf could be 
resolved. [85] As conventional sources are exhausted, this will make new sources, such as coal-
bed methane, methane hydrates or tight gas, more competitive. [86] It is therefore foreseeable 
that between now and the 2050 target for the UK to decarbonise its heating network, all options 
will be more expensive than retaining natural gas.  
 
For these reasons, the operation of unconstrained market mechanisms will not achieve the 
decarbonisation of domestic heating. 
 
The strategic opportunity provided by the gasification sector is that a mature investment 
community already exists. It must therefore be stressed that the mature sector would rely upon 
private sector investment. However, the sector faces four challenges, which require public 
sector pump priming to rectify: 
 

 
81 “Bioenergy Review 2018, Call for evidence, Response from Advanced Plasma Power Ltd”, Committee for 
Climate Change, https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Biomass-response-to-Call-for-
Evidence-Advanced-Plasma-Power.pdf, 2018. 
82 “The Future of Gas, Supply of Renewable Gas”, Cadent, p3, op cit. 
83 “Bioenergy Review 2018, Call for evidence, Response from Advanced Plasma Power Ltd”, Committee for 
Climate Change, https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Biomass-response-to-Call-for-
Evidence-Advanced-Plasma-Power.pdf, 2018. 
84 “Shale Gas and Fracking – The Science behind the Controversy”, Stephenson M. Elsevier, 2015. 
85 Smil, pp 25 and 30-31, ibid.. 
86 Smil, pp 142-150, op cit. 
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 Fragility of investor confidence to any sign of weakening of government support. 
 Perception of lack of government support in moving the sector from development to 

mature status. 
 Incremental improvements to the technology require a number of commercial plants to 

be built, but investors are holding off because they want the technology to already be 
fully mature. 

 Inadequate feed-in-tariff support (indeed BEIS is now proposing to completely exclude 
bioSYN from tariff support). 

 
The proposition for a future bioSYN plants once the sector matures, is summarised by 
Cadent: “Commercial plant will be between ~300-600GWh per annum capacity. The long 
term price for gas is around £18-26/MWh without subsidy and depending on scale. In the 
shorter term, the first wave of commercial plants would depend on RHI support.  ….  A typical 
commercial waste-to-energy plant will process between 150,000 & 300,000 tonnes of 
feedstock to produce 0.3-0.6TWh per annum of gas. …. BioSNG plants will cost around 
£100m to build and would last 25 years. The majority of the investment is likely to be spent 
with UK companies, increasing economic activity and generating tax revenue for the 
Government.” [87] 
 
The strategic necessity is therefore for the government to commit to supporting the 
development of multiple, smaller plants, but that are still on a commercial scale.  

As a model, the largest scale project to date producing biomethane by gasification was 
Gobigas in Sweden, run by Göteborg Energi. From a technical perspective the project made 
significant progress and demonstrated good results, with a capacity of 20 MW, and achieved 
production of 149 GWh per year. Phase 1 of the project was funded through a SKr222m 
(approximately £19m) grant from the Swedish Energy Agency (SEA). 

Government support for commercial scale projects would provide leveraged benefits in 
improving investor confidence in the sector, particularly when combined with feed-in-tariff 
support, and support for feedstock supply chains.  
 
Future commitment to providing monetisable incentives for CCS would further underpin the 
sector. Government incentives for CCS are already successfully operational in the North Sea, 
where since 1991 the Norwegian government has provided tax rebates to Statoil to 
sequestrate CO2 from the Sleipner Field into a deep saline aquifer. [88] 
 
Public sector partnership with private sector investment could be leveraged through a 
variety of mechanisms, such as SPVs, but it might be expected that £25 million of state 
support per project, for 20 projects would require £500 million of investment. There is 
precedent for such support, and the only UK plant using gasification has recently been 
revived by Advanced Biofuel Solutions following £10 million of funding being secured by the 

 
87 These reductions would reduce the levelised cost of bioSNG production from a waste-based gasifier from 
£55/MWh to £39/MWh, see “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, p18, Ecofys and E4Tech for 
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, op cit. 
88 “Returning Carbon to Nature – Coal, Carbon and Storage”, pp 48-49, Stephenson M., Elsevier, 2013. 
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Department for Transport and Cadent. [89] It needs to be understood that this investment 
would give a commercially valuable stake in profitable businesses, and the investment could 
be recovered. 
 
To understand the level of feed in tariff required, under present commercial conditions, it 
would be advisable to talk to existing operators. Advanced Biofuel Solutions is working on 
reopening the plant in Swindon to produce bioSYN, but there are other operators using 
gasification from waste for other purposes, such as Energy Works in Hull, Amey in Milton 
Keynes and Air Products in Tees Valley. [90] 

The Clean Heat Grant 

Q22 Do you agree with targeting support at domestic and non-domestic installations 
with a capacity up to and including 45kW? Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support 
your response.  

We take no view on this. 

Q23 Do you agree that support for buildings technologies should change from a tariff 
to a grant? Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support your response.  

The experience of RHI is that by January 2020, a total of £141.9 million in subsidies has been 
paid under the Domestic Renewable Heat Initiative (RHI) scheme towards to 5812 ground source 
heat pumps. [91]  An average subsidy of £24,415 per installation. 
 
We are sceptical that this was good use of public money, given that off-grid properties isolated 
from the gas network could use biopropane (bioLPG). This is already commercially available from 
Calor, who offer offer a green energy plan, whereby 40% home energy is renewable (40% BioLPG 
/ 60% LPG), which the manufactures state can reduce the carbon footprint by up to 38% when 
compared to heating oil. [92] 
 
BioLPG could make significant headway in meeting the UK’s renewable and carbon targets. It is 
estimated that 171,000 British homes use LPG to heat their homes. According to analysis from 
the Energy & Utilities Alliance, bioLPG would be “a sensible policy option in the LPG heating 
sector”, reducing carbon emissions from residential LPG use to just 17% of current levels. Their 
analysis also shows that bioLPG could reduce carbon at approximately 40% of the cost to 
Government of the current RHI.” [93] 
 
Furthermore, BioLPG acts as a “drop-in” replacement for traditional LPG, requiring no expensive 
heating system upgrades for hard-pressed rural consumers. 

 
89 “Waste-to-gas plant revived after administration”, Doherty J., www.Letsrecycle.com , 
https://www.letsrecycle.com/news/latest-news/waste-to-gas-plant-revived-after-administration/  , November 
2019. Retrieved June 2020. 
90 “Innovation and assessment for biomass heat”, p14, Ecofys and E4Tech for Department for Business, Energy 
and Industrial Strategy, op cit. 
 
91 “Public reports and data: Domestic RHI”,  https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/domestic-
rhi/contacts-guidance-and-resources/public-reports-and-data-domestic-rhi , Ofgem, retrieved May 2020. 
92 https://www.calor.co.uk/biolpg (retrieved June 2020) 
93 “Biopropane for the off-grid sector “, Energy & Utilities Alliance, , January 2016 
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Moving from a tariff to a grant is a welcome recognition from the government that the costs of 
RHI justify a review of the current system on value for money grounds.  
 
However, subsidising the installation of heat pumps is still of questionable value. The experience 
of customers who use heat pumps is less satisfactory than the experience of domestic gas 
consumers. 

Q24 Do you agree with our proposal to offer a technology-neutral grant level? 
Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support your response.  

We are sceptical of grant support for heat pumps. We are generally concerned that heat pump 
technology is erroneously considered to be a renewable heating technology, when this is not 
necessarily the case. For example, the description by BEIS of the water sourced heat pump 
employed by the Kingston Heights district network is misleading when it says: “This system 
recovers solar energy naturally stored in river water.” [94] The category error can be observed if 
we note that this is equivalent to saying that water at the bottom of a hill is naturally storing 
gravitational energy, which can be recovered by an electrical pump moving the water to the top 
of the hill.  
 
This category error may be significant as presenting heat pumps not just as a relatively efficient 
form of electric heating, but as recovering energy that would otherwise be wasted, i.e. as a form 
of renewable energy. This introduces a potential bias that heat pump technology is assumed to 
be inherently environmentally beneficial, without a critical evaluation of each individual case.   

Heat pumps are properly thought of as a relatively efficient form of electrically powered heating 
technology, where the function of the ground, water or air source is to provide a lower 
temperature environment than the area to be heated, thus allowing the cycle of expansion and 
compression of the working liquid to transfer thermal energy against the temperature gradient 
via a circulating working liquid and heat exchangers. They are not, as such, a form of renewable 
heat energy, they only become “renewable” if  the electricity that powers them is from 
renewable sources 
 
It is overoptimistic to assume that the electricity used to power heat pump systems would come 
primarily from renewables. it is estimated that shifting 20% of domestic heating from individual 
natural gas boilers to electric powered heat pumps would also require additional electricity 
generating capacity, estimated at £28 billion. Both the new electricity capacity, and the write off 
of gas industry capital have to be factored as energy inputs into the overall Energy Return on 
Energy Investment (EROEI) for heating networks. 
 
The better use of public money in the interests of domestic households would be to decarbonise 
the gas grid, and to support the use of biopropane for off grid properties 

Q25 Do you agree that £4,000 is an appropriate grant amount to meet the aims of the 
scheme? Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support your response.  

The better use of public money in the interests of domestic households would be to decarbonise 
the gas grid, and to support the use of biopropane for off grid properties 

 
94 Heat Networks Investment Project: Case study brochure, BEIS, 2018. 
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Q26 Do you agree with the recommendation for a flat-rate grant? Yes/No. Please 
provide evidence to support your response.  

Where systems have been dimensioned with an objective to maximise support from the RHI 
subsidy, this is likely to produce poor performance outcomes. 
 
There is an evidence base for observing poor outcomes from incorrectly sized systems. Energy 
Saving Trust [95] produced a report based upon a comprehensive heat pump field trial that 
tested 83 heat installations in the UK: 29 air source and 54 ground source, for 12 months from 
2008 until 2010. This field trial found that Coefficient of Performance (COP) for operational 
systems varied between 1.3 to 3.6 for ground source heat pumps and from 1.2 to 3.3 for air 
source, in most cases lower that manufacturer claims. A subsequent phase 2 field trial 
programme tested 44 installations, and following system design improvements, the average COP 
was 2.82 for ground source, and 2.45 for air sourced installations. In most cases the COP was 
lower in a real-life deployment than in the ideal conditions that the manufacturers assume. 
 
One reason was poor installation, through both errors in system commissioning, but also 
through incorrect rating specifications. If a heat pump is too big, then it will always be operating 
inefficiently, but if it is too small, then the heat pump component will not be adequate, and the 
electric resistive heater, or gas boiler will be required to contribute more frequently than 
anticipated.  
 
For this reason, the scheme should seek to avoid perverse incentives to create an incorrectly 
dimensioned system. 

Q27 If you believe a variation by capacity should be considered, please provide 
evidence to justify a process and level for varying the grant.  

We have no view on this. 

Q28 Please provide any relevant views to help inform development of the delivery 
mechanism.  

We have no view on this. 

Q29 Do you agree with the minimum efficiency requirements for heat pumps and 
evidence requirements? Yes/No. Please provide further evidence to support your 
response.  

Yes, heat pumps should demonstrate their efficiency to be eligible for support. System 
commissioning errors, for Ground Source Heat Pump systems in particular, can dramatically 
increase operational costs, where, for example, there is insufficient ground array of pipes, or the 
pipes are too close together.  
 
A second phase of field tests were conducted by Energy Savings Trust to retest 44 sites out of 
the original 83 test sites (referred to in our answer to Q26 above). This was to remedy design 
failures found in the phase one testing, and retest to judge the efficiency of the improvements. 
Of these remedial works, 12 were major interventions requiring the input of heat pump experts 

 
95 “The heat is on, heat pump field trials, phase 2” Energy Savings Trust, August 2013, 
https://energysavingtrust.org.uk/policy-research/heat-heat-pump-field-trials-phase-2 
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and manufacturers, where, for example, the original systems had been wrongly sized and 
needed to be replaced. Nine systems required medium scale interventions by a qualified 
plumber, but these were still non-trivial, for example, installing buffer tanks, or high efficiency 
circulation pumps. The requirement for remedial works is attributed to greater understanding of 
field pumps being developed, and the first phase of installations had been undertaken before 
the introduction of the Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS), which established 
standards for installers. What this does show is that the skill level and capability of installers is a 
significant factor in system performance. It should be noted however that there has not been a 
comparable survey since the MCS was introduced, and the scheme’s impact on upskilling the 
industry has not been assessed.  
 
Industry practitioner experts observe that it is essential that the hydronic systems are accurately 
designed, and will not work efficiently without very careful planning of both primary and 
circuitry pipework and emitters. Heat Pump installations are much less forgiving than domestic 
gas heating systems and require a higher skill level for design. [96] Even after the introduction of 
the MSC qualification, there are examples of poorly designed systems, with consequently high 
running costs; furthermore building controls may have become more lax, and buildings are not 
always performance tested to ensure compliance with regulations. [97] There is a clear need for 
the standard and quality of heat pump installations, including ambient loop networks, to be 
regulated, and the current building controls are not an appropriate mechanism. 
 
Another reason found for unsatisfactory performance was unsuitable usage, especially where a 
heat pump is employed without underfloor heating, and without legacy radiators being replaced 
by larger units suitable for lower temperature operation, i.e., Tlow emitters. Usage for DWH also 
reduces Coefficient of Performance (COP). Heat Pump systems installed into poorly insulated 
and draughty properties require a higher flow temperature. 
 
Customer behaviour also contributed to poor performance, for example, using inefficient 
heating cycles. Element Energy observed that 73% of UK households use a scheduled heating 
cycle, for example bringing the heating on twice a day. The report concludes that this is the 
worst heating cycle for a heat pump, while the optimal performance is continuous heating.  

Q30 Do you agree with the proposal to require electricity metering for all heat pump 
installations? Yes/No. Please provide further evidence to support your response.  

Electricity metering may improve outcomes for consumers. Customer behaviour has also been 
demonstrated to contribute to poor performance, for example, using inefficient heating cycles. 
Element Energy observed that 73% of UK households use a scheduled heating cycle, for example 
bringing the heating on twice a day. The report concludes that this is the worst heating cycle for 
a heat pump, while the optimal performance is continuous heating.  
 
Domestic heating from gas is both more convenient, cheaper, and better suited to customer 
expectations.  
 
There is also a strong evidence base that compared to domestic gas boilers, heat pumps do not 
provide competitive whole life costs for consumers. The Department for Business, Energy & 

 
96 “Has Gas had its day”, Berridge R. Installer Online, May 2020. https://www.installeronline.co.uk/gas-day-
rob-berridge-takes-look/?fbclid=IwAR2Po_FO8WOmO4A0Ygo5XVX-sxUpv9SaUNqL9rkn6VGKS8-
QOAESG32Wl9o#  
97 Berridge, ibid. 
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Industrial Strategy (BEIS) commissioned Element Energy [98] to produce a detailed report on 
Heat Pumps. This report models different assumptions for system installation costs in three 
scenarios: 
 

1. Where heat pump installation costs fall by 30% by 2030 due to increased volume,  
2. where installation costs fall by 30% by 2050 due to less increased volume,  
3. where installation remain static due to very modest increased volume. 

 
They then compared the lifetime costs of a conventional gas heating system, a heat pump 
system and a Hybrid heat pump system (which uses an auxiliary gas supply for peak demand and 
DWH), based on installation today, installation in 2030, and installation in 2050. 
 
Their report concludes that in all 9 of these scenarios, “gas heating remains lower in cost than 
electrical heating using the HP over the whole time period 2017-2050 and in all scenarios 
considered” 
 
Even assuming a 30% reduction of installation costs for heat pump systems due to increased 
volume, then gas heating systems offer considerably cheaper installations and lifetime costs. 

Q31 Do you agree with the proposed air quality requirements set out above? Yes/No. 
Please provide further evidence to support your response.  

We take no view on this. 

Q32 Do you have any comments on how best to ensure ongoing compliance with fuel 
sustainability and quality requirements following the redemption of a grant?  

We take no view on this. 

Q33 Pease provide views on the appropriate requirements for the heat loss 
calculation, as well as the minimum heat loss value that should need to be 
demonstrated.  

We take no view on this. 

Q34 Please provide views on any other criteria to ensure that biomass support is 
focused on hard to treat properties only.  

We take no view on this. 

Q35 What do you consider to be the main consumer protection risks of providing 
support through an upfront grant and how might they be mitigated? Please provide 
evidence to support your response to question.  

We take no view on this. 

 
98 “Hybrid heat pumps study”, Element Energy, for Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hybrid-heat-pumps-study (April 2018) 
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Q36 Do you agree with the proposed budgetary control mechanisms as a means of 
preventing scheme overspend? Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support your 
response.  

We take no view on this. 

Q37 Do you agree that quarterly grant windows would prevent overspend and 
manage demand to ensure an even spread of deployment? Yes/No. Please provide 
evidence to support your response.  

We take no view on this. 

Q38 Do you agree with not supporting process heating under the Clean Heat Grant? 
Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support your response.  

We take no view on this. 

Q39 Do you agree with not supporting biogas combustion under the new policies? 
Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support your response, including any wider detail 
on decarbonisation opportunities for biogas combustion in rural areas.  

We take no view on this. 

Q40 Do you agree with not supporting solar thermal systems under the Clean Heat 
Grant? Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support your response.  

We take no view on this. 

Q41 Do you agree with not supporting hybrid systems under the Clean Heat Grant? 
Yes/No. Please provide evidence to support your response.  

It seems to us illogical to provide grant support for heat pumps, but not for hybrid heat pumps 
(HHPs). 

Whereas heat pumps are a relatively efficient form of electric heating, they offer no efficiency 
advantage for domestic hot water, and there are properties where the required lower 
temperature emitters cannot be easily fitted.  

UK domestic central heating systems with gas boilers and radiators are designed for flow 
temperatures of 80ºC outward flow and 60ºC return flow (‘80/60’). However, the typical output 
temperature from domestic heat pumps and hybrids is 55ºC. This means that either larger 
radiators (T Low emitters) must be fitted, or under-floor heating must be used. 

With HHPs, the gas boiler component can operate in parallel with the heat pump to lift the 
outward flow temperature from 55ºC to 80ºC, this can then be used with the existing radiators 
(T high emitters). 

Domestic Water Heating (DWH) comprises between 10% and 20% of heating costs for a typical 
residential property, though this may be up to 30% in a very well insulated building. DHW 
achieves 40ºC, which is higher than can be achieved by stand alone HP, electric resistive heating 
is required. Where the heat pump is used for DWH, and water use is spread through the day, 
there will be periods where both space heating and DWH is required, which will impact on 
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efficiency, and can have a high impact on operational costs. Where the heat pump is used for 
DWH a hot water cylinder has to be installed, and as a precautionary measure the water in the 
cylinder must be raised above 70ºC each day, to counter legionnaires disease. 

For HHP systems, typically DWH would be achieved using the gas boiler. 

Therefore if there is a case for supporting heat pumps, there is also a case for supporting hybrid 
heat pumps, which address some of the shortcomings of heatpumps. 

Q42 What improvements could be made to the proposed approach for tackling non-
compliance for participants under the Green Gas Support Scheme?  

We take no view on this. 

Q43 What are the main risks of non-compliance, fraud or gaming associated with the 
Clean Heat Grant?  

We take no view on this. 

Q44 What would be the most important features of an audit regime to minimise the 
risk of non-compliance?  

We take no view on this. 


